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Tremendous growth continues in numbers of subscribers,
the volume of data, voice, and video traffic, and consequently
the demand for new services on today’s connection-based
voice networks. As a result, telecommunication operators
and equipment suppliers are transitioning to voice over
Internet packet (VoIP) packet technologies to leverage all the
available capacity in converged voice and data networks.

Fortunately, implementing voice over packet switches and

gateways has become much easier with the definition of new

industry protocols and the availability of standard hardware

and software building blocks. Telecom equipment suppliers

can now build carrier-grade high performance, scaleable, and

highly available VoIP systems from industry standard

CompactPCI hardware and software modules that leverage

technologies developed for enterprise IP-based systems.

The basic building blocks for voice over packet systems are a

media gateway, media gateway controller, and a signalling

gateway. A diagram of each building block is provided in

Figure 1. The media gateway (MG) is a key element in a voice

over packet system and is the principal link between the PSTN

and the voice over packet network. It is the interface for bearer

channels between networks with different protocols, for exam-

ple between wireline voice and IP networks. Typically, a media

gateway terminates voice trunks and connects to a packet data

network. Internally, the media gateway transcodes voice, data,

and fax between circuit switched and packet switched proto-

cols, or said differently, the media gateway translates from

time division multiplexed T1/E1 voice circuits to IP packets

over Ethernet, frame relay, or ATM.

The media gateway controller (MGC) acts as a resource man-

ager for verifying access accounts, managing resource avail-

ability and forwarding database queries between the packet

and circuit switch networks. The signalling gateway (SG) ter-

minates signalling trunks and translates signalling messages

between the voice and data networks. Standards for media

gateway control protocols MGCP, drafted by the Internet

Engineering Task Force, Megaco, and Sigtran, define the com-

plete functional relationship between each building block in

a voice over packet system. Additionally, the International

Telecommunications Union (ITU) H. 323 and the SIP stan-

dards define protocols for audio, video, and data communica-

tions over packet-based networks, including the Internet.

Additional information on these protocols can be found at the

IETF and ITU web sites.

Not shown on the diagram, but also important is a service

deployment and system management platform associated with

these three elements, and is connected either via an IP network

or as an adjunct on the PSTN Intelligent Network. This service

management platform provides a way of integrating incre-

mental voice over packet network components and systems

into a larger network and enables reliable service provisioning

that is more flexible, distributed, and scaleable than traditional

proprietary solutions.
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VoIP application example
One typical application for large enterprises with multiple

PBXs is to interconnect their telephone systems using media

gateways instead of leasing expensive tie trunks to intercon-

nect each PBX, thereby leveraging existing investments in

legacy PBXs while at the same time moving to next generation

converged networks. The media gateway operates standalone

and translates both signaling data and voice calls for transmis-

sion and routing over the packet network. 

For users placing calls within the enterprise, calls would pro-

ceed as if the call were over a traditional POTS line with dial

tone and ringing. To the PSTN, the voice over packet switch

looks like another circuit switch with voice trunks and signal-

ing system terminations. To the packet network, the voice over

packet switch is seen as just another destination for packets.

All the details of data translation, signaling translation, and

user account queries can be handled by the switch elements or

in tandem with the service deployment and management ele-

ments within the voice over packet system. 

Users placing calls from the PSTN would not know how a

call was routed. A call originating from a local exchange

would initiate signaling messages to the signaling gateway

requesting service and resources. The media controller would

process these messages to verify user account status and

assign media gateway resources to handle the call and for-

ward it through to the packet network. The media gateway

would identify through which T1/E1 trunk line the call would

arrive and assign digital signal processing resources to

transcode the call into the appropriate packet network format

for routing. 

Alternatively, the same process would occur in reverse.

Unlike existing circuit switches, the components of voice over

packet switch, including bearer channels, services data, and

management functions, can be distributed physically with

each switch element placed in the location most suitable for a

given network architecture. Interaction between the switch

components is typically coordinated through a local or wide

area Ethernet. 

Open standard hardware and software speed 
Media Gateway deployment 
At the heart of every voice over packet network is a media

gateway. Open standard CompactPCI boards to build media

gateways are available with host CPUs from Sun Micro-

systems, DSPs and E1/T1s from Blue Wave Systems and

other CompactPCI suppliers. Open, standard operating sys-

tem software like Solaris 8 is available from Sun to include

CompactPCI HotSwap and management of the CompactPCI

system. Blue Wave Systems’ ComStruct product line pro-

vides voice, fax, and modem data processing. Texas Instru-

ment’s Telogy Networks provides a system solution neces-

sary for transcoding voice, fax, and modem data between cir-

cuit and packet switch networks. The functional interfaces

between each element of the media gateway are depicted in

Figure 2. 

Sun’s Netra CP1500 single board computer provides overall

media gateway control. Based on the industry standard 6U

CompactPCI card, the CP1500  shown in Figure 3 features an

UltraSPARC™ 64-bit processor operating at up to 440 MHz.

To handle the large number of calls and SS7 stack processing,

the CP1500 supports up to 1 Gbyte of DRAM in a single slot

and provides flexible I/O with external dual Ethernet interfaces

to the IP network. Control of gateway resources is handled via

the industry standard CompactPCI bus under the Solaris 8

operating environment. Typical CP1500 functions include sys-

tem initialization, system and board hot swap management,

DSP board initialization, and management of the H.110 voice

bus transferring data to and from the DSP resources. Addi-

tionally, traditional telecommunications network management

and Internet service provision packages already available on
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Solaris (SPARC platform edition) platforms can be directly

provided on the same platform as media gateway control.

SunCluster software is available for the Sun CP1500 to provide

both processing scalability up to four nodes and high availability

2N-class failover software for redundant CompactPCI chassis

and RAID disk drives.

The recently announced Sun

CP2000 family CompactPCI

boards shown in Figure 4 ex-

tend high availability support

for lower cost N+1 failover,

and processor scalability by

adding additional CP2000

family SPARC processors

into additional CompactPCI

slots. This family of CompactPCI boards will be used not only

in the media gateway application described here, but also as

scalable processing elements in the Media Gateway Con-

troller, Signalling Controller, and system management ele-

ments of the VoIP switch. Due to the high density of Com-

pactPCI, more than one of these functions can then be housed

in a single telecom rack.

Blue Wave Systems ComStruct product line includes the 6U

CPCI/C5421 providing media gateway DSP resources and can

operate as a single board media gateway processing engine.

Each CPCI/C5421 supports a minimum of 120 simultaneous

voice or fax channels running on 20 Texas Instruments C5421

DSPs per board. Depending on system requirements, the

CPCI/5421 can terminate T1/E1 trunks through an on board

PMC site or rear transition module, or can co-operate with a

separate H.110 based Line Interface Card. Functionally, the

CPCI/C5421 processes circuit switched voice channels for

transcoding on the DSPs and then formats the data in packets

for routing over an IP data network. 

The Single Board Gateway from Blue Wave Systems, using

the Telogy Golden Gate software running under a High

Availability environment based on the Solaris operating envi-

ronment and the Netra CP1500 microprocessor, provides

highly competitive cost per port compared with closed propri-

etary solutions. This integrated solution also enables the devel-

oper to scale from as few as 120 ports to hundreds of ports per

shelf and thousands of ports per rack all through an open archi-

tecture systems integration model. 

Texas Instruments’Telogy Software is a complete voice, fax, and

data software solution-providing signal, telephony, and network

processing.  Additionally, the software includes a comprehensive

suite of management APIs running on the CPCI/C5421 hard-

ware resources. The Telogy software comes in two parts. The

Voice Packet Module (VPM) runs on Texas Instruments C5421

DSPs and manages the DSP algorithms for voice and fax pro-

cessing, including voice compression, echo cancellation, silence

suppression, fax data pumps, jitter management, and real time

packet assembly. The microprocessor module runs on the

CPCI/C5421 control processors and provides management sup-

port for the DSPs and handles H.323 compliant signaling. 

Taken together, Sun’s Netra CP1500 system, Blue Wave

Systems CPCI/C5421, and Telogy Golden Gateway and

Golden Port software provide all the elements necessary for a

media gateway. These products leverage industry standards

such as the CompactPCI and H.110 buses, the UNIX-based

Solaris 8 operating environment, industry standard C5421

DSPs, and industry leading Telogy software to enable quick

development and deployment of voice over packet systems.
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The next-generation network (NGN) uses
packet technology to cost-effectively deploy
converged communications services like 
e-commerce and v-commerce solutions that
combine Web browsing and speech recogni-

tion. With the industry quickly moving toward generally
accepted standards, it is now possible to define a simple next-
generation reference network architecture that will meet the
key objectives of service providers providing voice communi-
cation services.

In its most widely accepted definition, an NGN converges tra-

ditional fixed and mobile voice with video and data using a

packet-based transport that enables flexible, scalable, and cost-

efficient services. Actually, an NGN is the convergence of four

networks:

1. Circuit-switched telephony networks used for voice

communication and dial-up data access services

2. Cable-telephony networks, originally designed for one-

way multimedia and re-designed to also provide voice

communication and broadband data access services

3. Wireless networks used primarily for mobile voice

communication services

4. Internet service provider networks used for “best
effort” content and transaction services

The transition to NGN is as a cost-effective way to deploy new

and existing services. The lower cost of converging content,

transaction, and communications services onto a single net-

work, coupled with the power to create new and innovative

services, adds up to an incentive too great to ignore. 

NGN service providers
There are three broad categories of service providers driving

NGN deployments. Each type of service provider is differently

motivated. NGN service providers are graphically represented

in Figure 1. 

■ Network service providers (NSPs) own the facilities – the

fiber, copper, spectrum, or cable – providing both network

access and the backbone network. The NSPs’ move towards

an NGN has been motivated by lower costs through opera-

tional efficiencies of a converged voice and data network. 

■ Communication service providers (CSPs) are first to mar-

ket with innovative or universal access solutions and lower-

cost connection services. There are looking to provide new

billing services, arbitrage, or new transmission technolo-

gies that use existing NSP facilities. 

■ An application service provider (ASP) builds its business

on providing value-added services instead of on new access

or billing services. Web hosting is an example of an ASP

service that focuses on highly reliable operation and man-

agement of servers. ASPs typically use an NSP’s facilities

or a CSP service. Unified messaging and voice portals are

examples of ASP services.

Can one NGN reference
architecture support the
needs of all these service
providers?

Yes, if it meets these
goals:

■ Service transparency –providing equiva-

lent service features at a lower cost 

■ Universal service – expanding the value

and revenue base – for a service by simul-

taneously interoperating across multiple

networks and network clients 

■ Service innovation – deploying new and

innovative services to capture business

opportunities and drive new revenue

The next-generation network:
Defining new services using 
Voice over Packet technology

By Tony Roug
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■ Driving down costs of deploying network infrastructure by

improving network capacity, operational costs, and service

availability

NGN voice architecture
Any voice services architecture must begin by supporting the

more than one billion fixed and mobile phones in use world-

wide. Legacy networks and user devices must also be a con-

sideration when deploying NGN services. 

The simple NGN reference voice architecture in Figure 2 was

specifically developed to:

■ Use existing industry terminology and architecture definition

■ Identify elements that allow service innovation, not simply

service transparency

■ Align with the current industry view while maximizing

architectural flexibility to enable innovative services and

minimizing deployment and operational costs

The architecture in the figure identifies gateways that allow

both legacy networks and legacy devices to access NGNs –

supporting the goal of providing universal service.

The central office (CO) switch includes both local

exchange end-office switches that terminate sub-

scriber lines and access tandem switches that connect

local exchange carriers to inter-exchange carriers.

Besides switching circuits, the CO provides functions

like voice path conversion, tones, and announcements

for subscribers, and network-based call signaling (for

example, SS7). Central office switches are largely

proprietary platforms.

The signaling transfer point (STP) is the SS7 router

of the circuit-switched network. STPs are packet

switches using packet technology that predates the IP

era. STPs function both as border routers at inter-net-

work points and edge routers (for example, for CO

switches). 

The signaling control point (SCP) is the intelligent

network database and service element for enabling

innovative and universal services. Since SCPs have an open

service control interface, they are implemented on various

types of open computing elements for a lower cost of entry and

a larger set of tools for implementing new services. Service

innovation still depends on the control capabilities imple-

mented by the proprietary COs. Services provided by SCPs

include 800 number translations and local number portability. 

The service node/intelligent peripheral provides announce-

ments, conferencing, fax, text-to-speech, and speech recog-

nition. SCPs typically control intelligent peripherals, while

service nodes implement services independent of the SCP. 

Operation support systems are responsible for the network

management functions that configured the network, assessed

and modified the network’s performance, and detected and

corrected faults. 

Billing support systems handle subscriber provisioning and

billing data collection and processing. 

Network elements in an NGN
The circuit-switched network is centered on local exchange

switches, which provides multiple functions as expensive,

monolithic network elements. These same functions are also

provided – more flexibly and affordably – in the NGN voice

architecture. 

NSPs have driven standardization among NGN elements as a

way to reduce operating costs, promote multi-vendor envi-

ronments, and drive service transparency and universality.

Many new protocols have emerged, or are emerging, to han-

dle the control paths and media transport paths in a packet-

based network. 

There are five distinct control paths between the NGN ele-

ments: call, IN, gateway, media, and application control paths

as shown in Figure 3.
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Call control, also known as session control, is the ability for a

network element to establish new calls or portions of calls

(referred to as call legs). There are at least three competing call

control protocols unique to packet-based networks: H.323,

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), and Bearer Independent Call

Control (BICC).

Feature servers communicate with both legacy COs and

softswitches through intelligent network control triggers. IN

control protocols are being implemented as part of many next-

generation softswitches to provide to meet the goals of service

innovation and universal service. The most universal IN con-

trol protocol is Intelligent Network Application Part (INAP), a

member of the family of SS7 application protocols. The ITU

has standardized two capability sets, referred to as CS1 and

CS2, and is working on the next set (CS3). North American

networks also use Telcordia’s Advanced Intelligent Network

0.2 (AIN0.2) specifications.

Gateways provide both call signaling and media stream trans-

lation between H.323-based terminals and other types of termi-

nals including legacy phones on circuit-switched networks. The

industry trend has been to divide gateways into signaling gate-

ways, media gateways, and media gateway controllers for bet-

ter scalability and to enable the different components to be sup-

plied by various vendors. The industry is converging around

two gateway control protocols, the Media Gateway Control

Protocol (MGCP) as the de facto standard and H.248/

Megaco as the International Telecommunications Union (ITU)

and Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) approved standard.

Media control is a form of device control used for network ele-

ments that specialize in advanced media processing. Media con-

trol includes instructions to play and record voice files, collect

and generate tones (including DTMF touch-tones), establish N-

way conferences, perform fax conversions, generate text-to-

speech, and perform speech recognition. Traditionally, the con-

trol paths between the central control and peripherals of a CO

switch have been proprietary. It is only within a distributed, IP-

based NGN control network that broadly agreed-on open stan-

dard protocols have emerged. Five distinct approaches have been

identified in the industry, with varying degrees of acceptance.

Industry initiatives are addressing APIs for routing, billing, call

control, and media control on the feature server and application

server. They include the Parlay Forum (www.parlay.org), (Java

API for Integrated Networks (JAIN), the Multi-service

Switching Forum (www.msforum.org), the Softswitch Forum

(www.isc.org), the IEEE draft specification 1520.3 (www.ieee-

pin.org), the IETF Call Processing Language (www.ietf.org/

html.charters/iptel-charter.html), the Object Management

Group (www.omg.org/), TINA-C (www.tinac.com/), and the

VoiceXML forum (www.voicexml.org).

There are new methods for transporting call control protocols

over packet networks. Stream Control Transmission Protocol

(SCTP) is a new standard for carrying circuit-based call con-

trol and IN protocols over an IP network. An alternative to

TCP, SCTP is a proposed IETF Standard (RFC 2960). SCTP’s

main benefits are that it supports:

■ Sequenced delivery of user messages within multiple streams

■ An option for order-of-arrival delivery of individual user

messages (UDP-like)

■ Optional bundling of multiple user messages into a single

SCTP packet

■ Network-level fault tolerance through supporting of multi-

homing at either or both ends of an association 

NGN reference elements
The network elements used in the NGN voice reference archi-

tecture include media gateways, signaling gateways, soft-

switches, and media servers.

Media gateways provide switching and conversions of the

media paths at both the network access points and the inter-net-

work points. Trunk media gateways provide the media stream

interface between circuit-switched networks and voice-over-

packet networks. Access media gateways provide an interface to

enterprise and/or residential subscribers and connect traditional

analog or digital ISDN devices to a voice-over-packet network.

Packet media gateways sit at the boundaries between packet net-

works and are used primarily as security firewalls. 

The key performance measurements for media gateways are:

■ Port density, which affects the service providers’ space cost

■ Interoperability, which helps minimize network infra-

structure cost by allowing a multi-vendor environment for

both media gateways and softswitches/media gateway

controllers 

■ Availability, including fail-over capabilities to achieve

service performance goals

■ QoS, including low cross-gateway latency to support

service transparency objectives

■ Bandwidth use. Low bandwidth coders are especially

important to CSPs and ASPs that use NSPs facilities for

transport

Signaling gateways provide real-time relay or protocol con-

version of call signaling. They are typically deployed as:

■ Signaling gateways that relay the upper layers of the SS7

protocol (ISUP, SCCP, TCAP, etc) across an IP network

■ SS7 signaling gateways that terminate the SS7 message

transport protocol from one or more PSTN networks and

relay the SS7 upper layer protocol to one or more IP-based

network elements (like softswitches) using an IP-based

signaling transport like SCTP

Signaling gateways can be deployed as an element in a dis-

tributed gateway architecture, in conjunction with media gate-

ways and softswitches, integrated with the media gateway to

form a monolithic gateway, or completely integrated into the

softswitch. Key performance measurements for signaling gate-

ways are:

■ Call setup capacity,  measured in Busy Hour Call

Attempts (BHCA)

■ Availability, including support for fail-over capabilities

■ Link set capacity, the number of SS7 links supported
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■ Routing capacity, the number of SS7 routes supported

Softswitches are used for call routing, resource management,

protocol conversion, AAA, and media gateway control.

A softswitch also provides an application interface that enables

creation of innovative services in conjunction with the

advanced media processing capabilities of a media server.

Softswitches also provide call control to native IP-enabled end-

points (like H.323 clients or SIP user agents) and incorporate

the functionality of a SIP proxy and/or H.323 gatekeeper.

The key performance measurements for softswitches are:

■ Call setup capacity measured in busy hour call attempts

(BHCAs) 

■ Interoperability, including support of a multi-vendor envi-

ronment of media gateways and other softswitches

■ Availability, including support of element and network

level redundancy and fail-over capabilities

Media servers provide flexible support for advanced process-

ing for media sessions that arrive from either a circuit or packet

network. The advanced media processing include announce-

ments, interactive voice response, conferencing, messaging,

text-to-speech, or speech recognition.

Media servers are either purely packet-based or have a com-

bination of circuit-switched and packet-switched media inter-

faces. By having both circuit and packet interfaces, a media

server enables applications to be accessed directly from

legacy networks but still enables content or transaction ser-

vices to be provided. Media servers can be controlled by a

softswitch or directly from an application server. The flexibil-

ity of media servers is a primary reason why it is used for

innovative services. 

A media server can be deployed as a service node/intelligent

peripheral, a programmable switch, a speech server, a multi-

media conferencing server, or an announcement server. Media

servers are engineered around these key parameters:

■ Port density, the number of circuit or packet connections

in a single 19-inch rack

■ Cross-connect capacity, the flexibility to internally make

port-to-port (circuit or packet) connections

■ Resource capacity, the number of media processing

resources per network port

■ Availability, or element-level reliability

■ Call setup capacity, the number of busy hour calls that can

be terminated and/or originated by the media server

The industry has done significant work in defining an NGN

voice topology, identifying the standard reference elements and

proposing standard protocols. Table 1 summarizes how the

NGN is meeting the five key service provider objectives. 

Building the NGN
Implementing reference elements using open computing solu-

tions promises to accelerate the process of meeting service

providers’ key requirements. Because of the guaranteed per-

formance of each reference system solution, an open comput-

ing solution for next-generation reference elements should

become the superior method to build NGN elements. Intel is

introducing an initial set of reference systems in the first half

of 2001 to trial this approach.

Given the significant work the industry has done to create

widely accepted standards, it is now possible to define simple

next-generation reference network architecture for voice ser-

vices. The NGN is well underway toward defining an open

architecture that will meet the key objectives of service

Table 1 How the NGN Meets Service Providers’ Needs

Service Provider Objective Service Provider Requirements for NGN Voice Architecture Assessment
Equipment Providers

Deploy Innovative Open services and device interfaces for Application server / media server 
Services Quickly adding custom and third party application architecture in conjunction with softswitches

and technology   promises innovation, requiring some time 
to achieve  

Provide Universal Access Gateways for integrating legacy and new Advanced definition of standard protocols 
to Services client interfaces for gateways and clients well underway  

Lower Equipment Cost  Multi-vendor network through Open protocols forcing multi-vendor 
open network protocols selection and inter-operability 

Minimize Operational cost Standard management interfaces and self Standard NGN element requirements and 
diagnosing equipment emerging policy management framework in

early stages.

Meet Targeted Service Redundant network or element design Standards allow redundant element
Performance and Availability operation with specified fail-over processing;
Objectives emerging standards for pooling of servers  
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providers providing voice communication services and help-

ing them meet their goals.
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BIRDSONG
Birds have started copying the ringing tones of mobile phones,

according to ornithologists. 
An RSPB spokesman told Ananova that starlings are the most
likely birds to copy ring tones. He added: "Starlings do pick up
sounds like telephone rings - they're very intelligent birds." 

Copenhagen telecoms consultant John Strand, of Strand 
Consult, told Ananova the birds in the city have changed the

way they sing. In Denmark, one man has even named a bird in
his garden as a result of this phenomenon. He said: "One of
my employees has a bird in his garden which he's christened

Nokia because of the way it copies his phone."
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